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Abstract Datacenter applications impose heavy demands
on bandwidth and also generate a variety of communication
patterns (unicast, multicast, incast, and broadcast). Support-
ing such traffic demands leads to networks built with exor-
bitant facility costs and formidable power consumption if
conventional design is followed. In this paper, we propose
a novel high-throughput datacenter network that leverages
passive optical technologies to efficiently support commu-
nications with mixed traffic patterns. Our network enables
a dynamic traffic allocation that caters to diverse commu-
nication patterns at low power consumption. Specifically,
our proposed network consists of two optical planes, each
optimized for specific traffic patterns. We compare the pro-
posed network with its optical and electronic counterparts
and highlight its potential benefits in terms of facility costs
and power consumption reductions. To avoid frame colli-
sions, a high-efficiency distributed protocol is designed to
dynamically distribute traffic between the two optical planes.
Moreover, we formulate the scheduling process as a mixed
integer programming problem and design three greedy heuris-
tic algorithms. Finally, simulation results show that our pro-
posed scheme outperforms the previous POXN architecture
in terms of throughput and mean packet delay.

Keywords delay analysis · datacenter networks · multiple
access networks · optical networks · passive optical device

1 Introduction

The emerging trend in cloud computing is to group comput-
ing devices into large-scale datacenters that provide existing
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and growing cloud services and diverse Internet applications
to many independent end users. To leverage the rich comput-
ing resources that are available, advanced computing tech-
nologies such as MapReduce [1] are being widely adopted.
Application tasks are partitioned into multiple smaller pieces
that are assigned to various servers. This leads to extensive
data exchange among servers to complete a single job. The
result is massive traffic volumes flowing within a datacen-
ter. Additionally, recent studies [2–6] indicate that various
types of traffic, such as unicast, incast, multicast, and all-to-
all cast coexist in a datacenter network and exhibit highly
dynamic and unpredictable patterns. These patterns change
constantly at a granularity of 15 ms [3, 6]. To adjust for
this variability, datacenter networks are typically engineered
with excessive bandwidth [6–8]. However, supporting the
continued exponential growth of bandwidth requires more-
expensive electronic switches with higher transmission rates
and higher power consumption.

Optical technologies, which feature high bandwidth and
low power consumption, offer viable solutions to meeting
the high bandwidth and low power consumption require-
ments. Many optical devices enable transparent data trans-
mission, which makes it easy to upgrade to a higher bit-rate
transmission. Moreover, power consumption is dramatically
reduced with optical devices compared with their electronic
counterparts, where signals are processed at the packet level.
Therefore, it is important to explore the feasibility of uti-
lizing optical technologies in constructing datacenter net-
works [9–13].

Some studies advocate offloading high-volume traffic to
optical circuit-switched networks for stand-alone point-to-
point bulk transfers. Basic optical modules that are utilized
to implement optical interconnections are typically composed
of MEMS-based optical space switches. Examples of this
architecture include C-through [9], Helios [10], and Proteus
[11]. Currently, optical circuit switches are being proposed
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to replace a fraction of the core electronic switches [9], to
construct an all-optical architecture [11], and/or to intercon-
nect edge ToR switches as shortcut paths [10]. However,
commercially available optical circuit switches are constrained
by their high costs and slow configuration speeds. Both limit
the performance of optical circuit switches. Therefore, opti-
cal circuit switched networks are more suitable for slowly
varying traffic with aggregate bandwidth. Moreover, utiliz-
ing point-to-point optical lightpaths for multicast/incast traf-
fic transmission requires multiple optical lightpaths to be set
up to send redundant traffic, which greatly reduces the ef-
fectiveness of the optical networks. Other studies encourage
the use of optical packet switches [12, 13]. Because of the
difficulties associated with optical buffering, optical packet
switched networks require extremely complex systems and
electronic control mechanisms for contention resolution, which
negates the benefits of optical technologies.

In this paper, we propose a high-throughput passive op-
tical cross-connection network that enables dynamical traf-
fic allocation to satisfy communication demands with mixed
traffic patterns. In particular, we use N×N optical coupler
fabrics instead of active optical devices to construct an opti-
cal cross-connection network, which dramatically reduces
power consumption. Our network consists of two optical
planes, where each plane is optimized for specific traffic
patterns. Both planes maintain the power and capacity ad-
vantages deriving from the deployed optics. Moreover, one
of the two planes is designed with a new mechanism that
enables high-throughput communications for unicast traffic.
We name this novel network Passive Optical Cross-connection
Network with Multiple Planes (POXN/MP). We also pro-
pose a link layer protocol to coordinate traffic transmissions
among connected ports. The proposed protocol enables dy-
namical traffic distribution between the two planes. We eval-
uate the protocol’s performance using simulations.

The following sections of this paper are organized as
follows: Section 2 outlines the physical-layer system and
the benefits of POXN/MP; Section 3 describes the proposed
link layer protocol; Section 4 presents the designed heuristic
algorithms; Section 5 presents numerical results; Section 6
highlights our contributions; and Section 7 concludes our
paper.

2 Passive Optical Cross-Connection Network with two
Optical Planes

Ni et al. proposed the passive optical cross-connection net-
work (POXN) for datacenters [14]. The key optical device
used in the POXN is the N×N coupler fabric. An efficient
design to build large-scale coupler fabric was proposed for
POXN by interconnecting 3× 3 couplers using a Banyan
or baseline topology. In this case, all the input power of the

Fig. 1 Interconnection topology within a 27×27 coupler fabric using
Banyan topology [14]

3×3 couplers is delivered to outputs with equal power split-
ting [14]. Fig. 1 depicts the Banyan topology for building a
27×27 coupler fabric based on 3×3 couplers.

In POXN, ports connected to the same optical coupler
fabric share a common wavelength and transmit data se-
quentially within their assigned time intervals. Due to the
broadcast property of coupler fabrics, all the connected ports
can receive the same data without requiring duplication by
intermediate fabrics. Therefore, POXN is efficient in carry-
ing multicast/incast traffic, but it suffers from low through-
put for unicast traffic because ports sharing a common wave-
length must transmit their traffic in sequence. To overcome
the performance limitations of POXN under unicast traffic,
we propose POXN/MP, which introduces an extra plane to
address unicast traffic. Additionally, POXN/MP efficiently
enables high-throughput communication with adaptive re-
sponse to varying communication patterns in datacenters.
This section explores the physical-layer system of POXN/MP
and studies its benefits in terms of power consumption and
capital expenditure (Capex).

2.1 Physical Interconnections

Similar to POXN, the core of our hardware construct is a
large-scale optical coupler fabric that forms a passive optical
cross-connection. However, unlike POXN, each input port
of the proposed scheme is connected to two transmitters in
a transmitting port of an electronic switch or server through
a 2× 1 wavelength flattened fiber optic coupler (WFFOC),
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Fig. 2 Physical interconnection of a sample POXN/MP

as shown in Fig. 2. One of the two transmitters uses a fixed
wavelength that is common to all transmitting ports, while
the other is tunable. In the reverse direction, each output
ports of the scheme is connected to the corresponding re-
ceiving port of the electronic switch or server through a 1×
2 arrayed-wavelength grating (AWG) optical splitter [12].
Each receiving port is equipped with two fixed receivers
of different wavelengths. One receiving port uses the same
wavelength as the fixed wavelength transmitter, while the
other works at a wavelength that varies from receiving port
to receiving port.

All the transmitters and receivers with a common wave-
length that are associated with different ports form an opti-
cal plane. This plane works on a shared transmission chan-
nel that is similar to the POXN. The plane, referred to as a
multicast plane, can carry multicast traffic efficiently [14].
All the tunable transmitters and fixed receivers with differ-
ent wavelengths that are associated with different ports form
the second optical plane, which we call the unicast plane.
The unicast plane is a new mechanism designed for uni-
cast traffic. The different wavelengths of the unicast plane
are called different channels. There are N + 1 channels for
an N-port POXN/MP, which includes one channel with a
shared wavelength for the multicast plane, and N channels
with N different wavelengths for the unicast plane. A tun-
able transmitter can send unicast traffic to any receiving port
by tuning to its channel as long as the receiving port is avail-
able. With today’s technology, a tunable transmitter can tune
from one wavelength to another in 5 ns [15], which is sig-
nificantly faster than the switching time of optical MEMS
switches (typically, approximately 10 ms [14]). However, to
reduce facility costs, we use tunable transponders with tun-
ing speeds on the 5 µs time scale [16].

In our POXN/MP, the switching fabric provides a pas-
sive broadcast network interconnecting all ports. Both uni-
cast and multicast planes use this switching fabric to carry
traffic from any transmitting port to any receiving port. Switch-
ing for unicast plane is achieved through wavelength tun-
ing. Specifically, in the unicast plane, each receiving port
is set to receiving a specific single wavelength that varies
from port to port. A transmitting port can send traffic to any
receiving port by tuning its wavelength to the wavelength
of the receiving port. The switching speed is therefore de-
pending on the wavelength tuning time of the transmitter,
which is much smaller than the switching time of a MEMS
based active optical switch. Meanwhile, multiple transmit-
ting ports can communicate with multiple receiving ports in
parallel through the unicast plane as long as traffic is deliv-
ered through different unicast channels. Moreover, a trans-
mitting port can simultaneously send traffic to a receiving
port through both the multicast and unicast planes. Thus,
in theory, an N-port POXN/MP achieves N +1 times band-
width compared with POXN.

2.2 Advantages of the Proposed Architecture

This subsection discusses the power budget for POXN/MP
and analyzes its benefits in terms of Capex and power con-
sumption. These benefits are demonstrated by comparing
POXN/MP with electronic packet-switched networks (EP-
SNs).

2.2.1 Power Budget

Similar to POXN, there are no extra active optical devices
involved in the optical domain of POXN/MP. The calcula-
tion of the power budget for POXN [14] shows that the de-
ployed coupler fabric in POXN/MP causes extra power split
loss. The power split loss at each output port is 5.47·[log3 N]−
0.2dB [14], where N stands for the port number of a coupler
fabric. In addition, it is essential to consider the 2× 1 WF-
FOC (2.5 dB), the 1×2 AWG optical splitter insertion (3.5
dB), and the fiber transmission loss (4 dB) [14, 17, 18]. To-
gether, these devices cause a power loss of 10 dB. Given a
power budget of 35 dB, offered by a long-range (LR) (1550
nm) transponder with the currently available technology, the
port count number of a coupler fabric can scale up to N = 81.

2.2.2 POXN/MP vs EPSN

To demonstrate the Capex benefits of POXN/MP, it is es-
sential to compare it with the Capex of EPSN competitors,
which can be undertaken by developing a general formula
based on a price comparison model. In this model, we as-
sume that the use of the POXN/MP is placed closer to the
end servers in the Fat Tree topology. In theory, the unicast
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plane of the POXN/MP can sustain the same performance
level in terms of network bandwidth capacity when com-
pared to EPSNs.

The typical maximum range for a short-range (SR) transpon-
der is up to 300-400 m, which is insufficient for current
warehouse-scale datacenter network environments. We as-
sume the fiber length in our model to be 1 km, which is
longer than the maximum range for an SR transponder [14].
Therefore, the EPSNs deploy two LR (1310 nm) transpon-
ders per link, one at the server end and one at the switch end.
Its price formula can be written as:

CE = S+2T 13 (1)

where CE represents the Capex per link of the EPSN, S
stands for the cost per port of an electronic switch, which
includes the cost of line card and switch fabric, and T 13 rep-
resents the cost of an LR (1310 nm) transponder.

Each port of a server in the POXN/MP equips itself with
one fixed wavelength transponder and one tunable transpon-
der. The total number of transponders deployed in a POXN/MP
is the same as in an EPSN. The price formula for POXN/MP
can be computed as:

C0 =C+T 15 +T X (2)

where CO represents the Capex per link of POXN/MP, C
stands for the cost per port of the deployed coupler fabric,
the 2× 1 WFFOC, and the 1× 2 AWG optical splitter, T 15

represents the cost of an LR (1550 nm) transponder,and T x

represents the cost of an LR tunable transponder.
To illustrate the cost comparison in a real network, we

use the datacenter network suggested by Cisco as an exam-
ple. This datacenter network is typically constructed in the
Fat Tree structure, where the popular deployed ToR switches
are CiscoNexus 3548switches [18]. These switches have 48×
10 GBits SFP+ports. We use the 48-port coupler fabric to re-
place the Cisco Nexus 3548 switch as an example.

The actual prices for the aforementioned elements vary
among customers, depending on the quantity of equipment
sold. In this model, the price of an LR (1310 nm) transpon-
der is based on the vendor’s online sale price. However, the
prices of an electronic packet switch and a WDM tunable
transponder are based on published Capex studies. We list
the prices that are relevant to our study in Table 1. The prices
are given in relative values. Actual prices may vary from
vendor to vendor.

To explore the energy-related economic benefits, we take
the power consumption of the deployed devices into consid-
eration. The coupler fabric we deployed is a passive opti-
cal device that consumes zero power, while the Cisco Nexus
3548 switch consumes 265 W [18]. Moreover, Cisco’s pub-
lic product data sheets [21, 22] reveal that the tunable LR
and fixed wavelength LR (1550 nm) transponders deployed
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in POXN/MP both consume 1.5 W, while the LR (1310 nm)
transponder deployed in EPSNs only consumes 1 W.

Based on the prices given in Table 1, we can compute
the Capex per port for the EPSN and the POXN/MP through
equations (1) and (2), respectively. The facility cost savings
for replacing a N-port electronic switch in EPSN with a N-
port coupler fabric in the POXN/MP are depicted at Fig. 3.
We can see the savings of utilizing POXN/MP increae as
the scale of a datacenter grows. We choose port numbers 24,
32, 46, and 64 as examples, since these port numbers are
common to commercial electronic switches. Fig. 4 depicts
the power consumption of the EPSN and the POXN/MP on
a per port basis.

POXN/MP does not use electrical equipment, which leads
to high-energy efficiency and easier migration to 40-GigE
and beyond. However, to avoid collisions among different
transmitting ports at receiving ports and to optimize the uni-
cast plane’s bandwidth utilization, a high-throughput Multi-
ple Channels Distributed Access Protocol (MCDAP) is pro-
posed next to schedule traffic transmission among connected
transmitting ports. The MCDAP also supports dynamic traf-
fic allocation between the two optical planes. Our system re-
sults in efficient communications for both unicast and mul-
ticast/incast traffic with a fully distributed operation.
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Table 1 Deployed Devices’ Price Table

Device Usage Price

Cisco Nexus 3548 Used for edge and aggregation tier switches $21600 [11]
Passive Optical Coupler Fabric Used for replacing edge electronic switches (48 ports) $480
2x1WFFOC and 1x2 AWG optical splitter Used for combining two links into one and splitting one link into two $40
10G LR(1310 nm) Transponder Used for LR (1-40 km), 10G, transponder (1 wavelength) $200 [20]
10G LR WDM Tunable Transponder Used for LR, 10G, transponder (48 wavelengths) $525 [2]
10G LR(1550 nm) Transponder Used for LR (40-80 km), 10G, transponder (1 wavelength) $350 [20]

3 Multiple Channels Distributed Access Protocol

We now describe how the MCDAP works. There are three
major types of messages in the MCDAP: the control mes-
sages that are carried by the multicast plane; the unicast data
messages that are mainly carried by the unicast plane but can
also be carried by the multicast plane in sequence when this
plane has extra capacity; and the multicast data messages
that are only carried by the multicast plane.

The working process of the multicast plane of the MC-
DAP is similar to that of the HEDAP [14]. We begin with
a brief introduction about how the HEDAP works, and then
we present the working process of the MCDAP in detail.

The HEDAP protocol can be divided into two phases:
the discovery phase and the data transmission phase [14].
The discovery phase is designed to achieve the plug-and-
play objective and to discover other ports in POXN. The
data transmission phase follows the discovery phase, and
it can be further divided into multiple scheduling cycles.
Within each cycle, each transmtting port has a chance to
send a burst of frames during its assigned time interval. At
the end of the burst, each transmitting port also broadcasts
the amount of traffic it needs to send for the next data trans-
fer cycle through a REQUEST message. Each port main-
tains a list of all the discovered ports and their corresponding
traffic requests for the next cycle. With this list, all the trans-
mitting ports use an identical algorithm to decide a com-
mon scheduling. To accommodate port churns, the discov-
ery phase is allowed to repeat after running the data trans-
mission phase long enough. During the repeated discovery
phase, new ports can be discovered, the clock can be re-
referenced and resynchronized, and the round-trip time and
loopback time can be re-measured.

Inspired by HEDAP, we build the multicast plane of the
MCDAP, which alters the original control information that
the HEDAP broadcasts through ANNOUNCEMENT, CON-
FIRMATION, and REQUEST messages. We require that
each transmitting port indicates the addresses for unicast
traffic and the exact amount of unicast and multicast traffic
to each receiving port through the multicast plane by the cor-
responding control messages. After the discovery phase of
the multicast plane ends, each transmitting port also main-
tains a traffic request list of the first scheduling cycle for all

the unicast channels. This list contains the amount of unicast
traffic to be sent among all transmitting and receiving ports
in addition to the corresponding receiving port addresses.
Based on this list, each transmitting port locally runs a com-
mon scheduling algorithm, which generates a globally iden-
tical scheduling result to guarantee that each transmitting
port sends its traffic without any collisions. Notably, while
unicast traffic can be carried by the unicast channels in paral-
lel, it can also be carried by the multicast plane in sequence.
Therefore, the MCDAP can achieve load balance between
the multicast and unicast planes by dynamically allocating
unicast traffic to the two planes.

3.1 Discovery Phase for the Multicast Plane

There are two kinds of discovery phases for the multicast
plane: the discovery phase at system boot and the discovery
phase between data transfer phases.

3.1.1 Discovery Phase at System Boot

Upon system activation, each port starts with sending an
ANNOUNCEMENT message through the multicast plane
after a random back-off time, which lets them be detected
by the other ports. The ANNOUNCEMENT message con-
tains the mac address of the transmitting port and the time
stamp of when the message was transmitted along with the
discovery window time period. This message also contains
information regarding the amount of multicast traffic to be
transmitted in the first data transfer cycle and a list contain-
ing the amount of unicast traffic as well as the corresponding
receiving port mac addresses for the same cycle.

As a result of the broadcast property of coupler fabrics,
every port hears the same information from the multicast
plane. Thus, the first ANNOUNCEMENT message received
at its own local receiver is also the first message successfully
received at all the other ports. We call a port to be a success-
ful port if it successfully receives its own ANNOUNCE-
MENT message. The first successful port decides the dis-
covery window period. The discovery window starts with
the reception of the first ANNOUNCEMENT message and
lasts as specified in that message [14]. Once the announced
period expires, no other ports are allowed to send message.
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The first discovered port will broadcast a CONFIRMATION
message to summarize all the discovered ports.

After successfully receiving the CONFIRMATION mes-
sage, each transmitting port generates two identical schedul-
ing lists for the following data transfer cycle: one contains
the amount of multicast traffic as well as its transmitting mac
address for the multicast plane, and the other contains the
amount of unicast traffic as well as the corresponding re-
ceiving and transmitting port mac addresses for the unicast
plane. With these lists, each transmitting port locally runs a
global identical multicast and unicast scheduling algorithm
for each respective plane, which allocates time intervals for
each transmitting port such that traffic collisions for both
planes can be avoided.

3.1.2 Discovery Phase between Data Transfer Phases

After running the data transfer phase for the multicast plane
long enough, a discovery phase follows to add new ports.
During this phase, only the newly joined ports broadcast
an ANNOUNCEMENT message to allow it to be discov-
ered by the existing ports. Once the discovery window ends,
the current clock-reference port sends a CONFIRMATION
message that contains information on all the existing and
newly joined ports as well as information (e.g., the start time
of the next discovery phase) regarding the following data
transfer and discovery phases. Hence, a newly joined port
must wait to receive the CONFIRMATION message, which
means it must wait at least one data transfer phase before it
can join the running network.

3.2 Data Transfer Phase for the Multicast Plane

An identical scheduling algorithm locally decides when a
port can transmit its multicast traffic and how much it can
transmit. All the discovered ports share the same wavelength
for the multicast plane. Thus, each port can only send data in
sequence during its assigned time interval. At the end of its
transmission, every port broadcasts its traffic request for the
next cycle for both the multicast and unicast planes via a RE-
QUEST message. The information carried by a REQUEST
message pertinent to the unicast plane is a list that contains
the exact amount of unicast traffic for the next data transfer
cycle and the corresponding transmitting and receiving port
mac addresses. Moreover, to achieve load balance between
the two planes, when the multicast plane has extra band-
width capacity, transmitting ports in the MCDAP send parts
of the unicast traffic through this plane in sequence.

When a port dies, all the other ports do not need to do
anything other than schedule their future cycles assuming
that the dead port do not have anything to send. If the dead
port is the clock-reference port, all the other ports still be-
have the same way until the next discovery phase during

which all the other ports will remove the failed port from
their lists [14]. The second port on their lists then becomes
the clock-reference port. If it is desired that all other ports
can detect the dead port as soon as possible, we can config-
ure all ports to have their every discovery phases to redis-
cover all ports instead of discovering new ports only. Then a
dead port can be detected and removed in the next discovery
phase after its failure.

3.3 Idle Phase for the Unicast Plane

The unicast plane begins by entering the idle phase at the
same time as the multicast plane begins its discovery phase.
During the idle phase, the ports must wait for the success-
ful reception of the ANNOUNCEMENT and CONFIRMA-
TION messages from the multicast plane. The idle phase
for the unicast plane ends at the same time as the discovery
phase for the multicast plane, and the multicast plane even-
tually enters another discovery phase after running the data
transfer phase for the multicast plane long enough. Mean-
while, the unicast plane enters another idle phase.

3.4 Data Transfer Phase for the Unicast Plane

Once the CONFIRMATION message has been successfully
received by all the discovered ports through the multicast
plane, each port generates two separate traffic request lists:
one for the multicast plane and the other for the unicast
plane. Running global identical algorithms locally, a port
can compute their start times, scheduling orders, and as-
signed time intervals for the multicast and unicast planes
respectively. Different from the multicast plane, the unicast
plane needs to compute which receiving port it can transmit
during an assigned interval.

Every port estimates its data transfer cycle period for the
multicast and unicast planes, respectively. If there is extra
bandwidth capacity for the multicast plane, the correspond-
ing ports will use the multicast plane to transmit parts of
their unicast traffic in sequence to achieve load balance.

As opposed to the multicast plane, the unicast plane con-
sists of multiple channels dedicated to different receiving
ports. However, if multiple transmitting ports communicate
with the same receiving port at the same time, collisions can
occur. Thus, an algorithm must be designed for distributing
traffic among different channels of the unicast plane as well
as to optimize the bandwidth utilization.

4 Algorithm for the Unicast Plane of the MCDAP

We now describe how the scheduling algorithms for the uni-
cast plane of the MCDAP work. In this paper, we assume
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that each transmitting port has multiple queues, with a ded-
icated queue for each receiving port. Every port stores its
unicast traffic to a specific receiving port in its correspond-
ing unicast queue. In addition, different unicast queues have
different amounts of unicast traffic that must be sent to dif-
ferent receiving ports during a data transfer cycle.

In POXN/MP, a transmitting port sends traffic from dif-
ferent unicast queues through different wavelengths during
different allocated time intervals. The wavelength used by
one transmitting port for one time interval is recycled and
assigned to another transmitting port during the next time
interval. The receiving port then receives traffic through a
single dedicated wavelength. This wavelength-port associa-
tion is referred to as a run time decision.

As discussed above, todays tunable transponders can typ-
ically support tuning speeds on the 5-µs time scale, which
is nearly four times greater than the transmission time of the
maximum Ethernet frame size (1.2 µs) for a 10 Gbps link. If
traffic transmission is scheduled on a packet-by-packet ba-
sis, frequent tuning may lead to bandwidth waste of approx-
imately 80%. Moreover, scheduling traffic on a packet level
will require that packet level information be available to all
transmitting ports within each cycle, which will introduce
more overhead. Additionally, it costs more energy for a tun-
able transmitter to tune more frequently. Therefore, our top
priority is to minimize tuning time.

One way to minimize tuning time is to send traffic to
the same receiving port as a burst. In the following discus-
sion, we always assume that a transmitting port will send
traffic to the same receiving port continuously as a concate-
nated burst. It must finish sending one unicast queue com-
pletely before it can begin sending traffic from another uni-
cast queue. When a sending port is sending to a receiving
port, it will not be interrupted by other ports until it finishes.
Using this approach, we minimize the impact of the tuning
time and simplify our scheduling algorithms.

Due to the randomness of traffic, there are several situa-
tions that may cause bandwidth to be wasted. First, a trans-
mitting port has finished sending all its unicast queues but
must wait for other ports to finish all their unicast queues
before a new cycle can start. This is called Type 1 mis-
match.Second, called Type 2 mismatch, a transmitting port
has unicast queues to be sent to receiving ports, but none of
the receiving ports are available. Thus, the transmitting port
has to wait until one of the receiving ports is available. Third,
a transmitting port has traffic to send and the corresponding
receiving port is available, but the transmitting port has to
tune its wavelength to the receiving wavelength.

An illustrative transmission scheduling of a 3-port POXN-
/MP network is depicted in Fig. 5 as an example. The rect-
angles marked with T Q

i j describe different unicast queues be-

longing to different transmitting ports. Let T Q
i j be the trans-

mission time of packets in the unicast queue that will be sent
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Fig. 5 A sample transmission scheduling of a 3-port POXN/MP

from transmitting port i to receiving port j(0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2).
For example, T Q

02 denotes the transmission time of the pack-
ets, which belong to transmitting port 0 and will be sent to
receiving port 2. Let T Mx

ik indicate the k-th (0 ≤ k) Type
x(x = 1or2) mismatch that transmitting port experiences.
∑T Mx

ik is the total Type x mismatches that transmitting port
i suffers for a data transfer cycle. The yellow rectangles
marked with T M1

ik denote the Type 1 mismatch. For instance,
close to the end of the data transfer cycle, transmitting port
0 and port 2 have finished their transmission, but port 1 still
has data to be sent. In this case, transmitting port 0 and port
2 experience their first (k = 0) Type 1 mismatch, T M1

00 and
T M1

20 , respectively. The red rectangles marked with T M2
ik rep-

resent the Type 2 mismatch. For example, transmitting port
2 suffers its first Type 2 mismatch T M2

20 when it finishes its
data burst to receiving port 1. In this case, transmitting port
2 becomes available and has data to be sent to receiving port
0; however, receiving port 0 is not available, so transmitting
port 2 has to wait until port 1 finishes. The third scenario is
represented by the green rectangle, labeled T T , which de-
notes a tunable transponders constant tuning time.

The Type 1 and Type 2 mismatches have to be addressed
by designing scheduling algorithms that minimize the idle
time caused by the mismatch of transmitting and receiv-
ing ports. The tuning time can be minimized by proactively
scheduling and tuning the wavelength for a burst transmis-
sion whenever possible. Compared with the transmission
time of a burst, the tuning time is typically small.

To minimize the aforementioned mismatches, we first
formulate them as a mathematical programming problem
and then propose several heuristic solutions in the following
subsections. These solutions try to optimize traffic distribu-
tion among different wavelengths for the unicast plane and
enable dynamic unicast traffic allocation.

4.1 Problem Descriptions and Formulation

The problem to be addressed can be summarized as follows:
Maximize overall throughput under the constraints that traf-
fic from one transmitting port to one receiving port must be
sent in a burst, a receiving port can only receive traffic from
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one transmitting port and a transmitting port can only send
traffic to one receiving port at any time.

We will focus on one data transfer cycle of a phase be-
cause the optimization will be performed on a cycle-by-cycle
basis. For convenience of analysis, we assume that time starts
from the beginning of a data transfer cycle. Given an N port
POXN/MP network, assume that at the beginning of the data
transfer cycle, the unicast queue sizes in each transmitting
port are known by the MCDAP described earlier. We de-
note these initial unicast queue sizes as T Q

i j , where a unicast
queue size is measured as the transmission time of the pack-
ets in a unicast queue, i is the index of a transmitting port
and j is the index of a receiving port, and (0≤ i, j ≤ N−1).
Let δi jt = 1 indicate that transmitting port i is sending to re-
ceiving port j at time t; otherwise,δi jt = 0. Let tS

i j denote the
starting time of port i sending to port j and tF

i j denote the
corresponding finishing time. We assume the tuning time is
negligible after proactive tuning. If the tuning time is not
negligible, it can be counted as part of a data burst in the
worst case. Our goal is to minimize the period of a data
transfer cycle as below:

Objective:

min(max
i, j

tF
i j)

s.t.

δi jt = 0,∀t ≤ tS
i j, i, j ≤ N−1, i 6= j (3)

δi jt = 0,∀t ≥ tF
i j , i, j ≤ N−1, i 6= j (4)

tF
i j − tS

i j = T Q
i j ,∀i, j ≤ N−1, i 6= j (5)

δi jt = 1,∀t : tS
i j ≤ t ≤ tF

i j ,∀i, j ≤ N−1, i 6= j (6)

∑
j

δi jt ≤ 1,∀t ≥ 0, i≤ N−1, i 6= j (7)

∑
i

δi jt ≤ 1,∀t ≥ 0, j ≤ N−1, i 6= j (8)

where equations ( 3) and ( 4) define the starting and ending
times of bursts, equations ( 5) and ( 6) define burst lengths,
equation ( 7) is the constraint imposed by a receiving port
and ( 8) is the constraint by a transmitting port.

The above formulation is a complex programming prob-
lem [11]. It typically takes some time for each transmitting
port to process. A transmitting port can only start conduct-
ing the calculation after it receives all the requests for the
next data transfer cycle. If it finishes processing before the
end of the current data transfer cycle, it will not introduce
any overhead. Otherwise, it will introduce extra overhead,
leading to lower efficiency. Therefore, the time for this pro-
cessing should be much smaller than a data transfer cycle,
which is typically less than 1 ms for highly dynamic traffic
patterns. In our numerical examples given later, the period of
a data cycle can be as small as 150 µs. To complete the op-
timization process in such a brief time is almost impossible
unless a significant amount of computing power is deployed.
Thus, it is necessary to look at heuristic solutions.

4.2 Shortest Queue First Algorithm

One of the main empirical studies of datacenter traffic char-
acteristics shows that flow sizes of 80% of the datacenter
traffic are considerably small (i.e., less than 10 KB). How-
ever, less than 20% of the total bytes are contributed by a few
large flows [4]. Based on these observations, we assume that
at the beginning of a data transfer cycle, the shorter unicast
queues belonging to different transmitting ports may resem-
ble each other in size. If each transmitting port tries to send
its shortest unicast queue with an available receiving port
first, a considerable number of transmitting ports will com-
plete their data bursts at roughly the same time. This will
allow these transmitting ports to recycle the wavelengths to
other receiving ports at roughly the same time and, there-
fore, minimize Type 2 mismatch. To be consistent, when two
transmitting ports try to send to the same receiving port, the
transmitting port with the smaller unicast queue will send
first. We name this algorithm Shortest Queue First (SQF).

As an example, we still use the aforementioned 3-port
POXN/MP network to demonstrate the transmission process
of the SQF algorithm. The high-level diagram of the trans-
mission process of the SQF algorithm is depicted in Fig. 6.
To be consistent, we use the same notations as in Fig. 5.
Moreover, let tQ

i jt denote the transmission time of the re-
maining packets in the unicast queue that will be sent from
transmitting port i to receiving port j(0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2) at time
t. For instance, tQ

01t1
denotes the transmission time of the re-

maining packets in the unicast queue that will be sent from
transmitting port 0 to receiving port 1 at time t1.

Fig. 6 depicts snapshots of the remaining unicast queues
of all transmitting ports at different times. The time coordi-
nates denote the times when ports begin transmitting to the
desired receiving ports (which correspond to events occur-
ring in the event list). The unicast queue measured in trans-
mission time coordinates describe the status of the remain-
ing unicast queues for all transmitting ports corresponding
to different event times. We assume that each transmitting
port orders its unicast queues according to their sizes. The
port coordinates denote the transmitting ports.

The SQF algorithm consists of the following steps:

Step 1: At the beginning of each cycle, each transmitting
port will try to select the shortest unicast queue to send first.
If there is a collision with other transmitting ports, the trans-
mitting port with the shortest unicast queue size will win,
and all other transmitting ports that have collisions will try
their second-smallest unicast queues with different receiv-
ing ports. This process continues until a transmitting port
finds the non-colliding shortest unicast queue; otherwise, the
transmitting port will be idle and wait for a receiving port
to become available. A transmitting port can figure out col-
lisions beforehand because every transmitting port has the
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Fig. 6 Transmission process of a 3-port POXN/MP using the SQF al-
gorithm

traffic burst information, learned through the MCDAP, about
all other transmitting ports.

In this example, at the beginning of the data transfer cy-
cle (t0), transmitting port 2 selects its unicast queue 1 to send
first. Simultaneously, transmitting port 0 selects its unicast
queue 2, although unicast queue 1 is smaller. Meanwhile,
transmitting port 1 selects its unicast queue 0 as its first data
burst. It is assumed that transmitting port 2 will complete its
data transmission of packets in unicast queue 1 at t1.

Step 2: Once a transmitting port has completed the data
transmission for its first selected unicast queue, it begins to
select its next shortest unicast queue to an available receiv-
ing port as its second data burst. If there is no available re-
ceiving port at this moment, the transmitting port will be idle
and wait for an available receiving port.

As depicted in Fig. 6, transmitting port 2 will first finish
sending traffic from its selected unicast queue 1 to receiving
port 1 for this data transfer cycle at t1. Then, transmitting
port 2 only has unicast queue 0 that needs to be sent to re-
ceiving port 0. However, at this moment, receiving port 0 is
not available. Therefore, transmitting port 2 will be idle and
suffer from Type 2 mismatch from until transmitting port
1 completes its data burst to receiving port 0 at t2, where
t2 = t1 + tQ

10t1
. During this idle time, transmitting port 2 can

start tuning to the wavelength of receiving port 0 so that the
tuning time does not incur extra overhead. This is what we
call proactive tuning.

Step 3: Following the same rule as mentioned in step 2,
all the transmitting ports complete their corresponding data
bursts for the current data transfer cycle.

This step is illustrated from t2 to t5. At t2, transmitting
port 1 completes its remaining data burst to receiving port
0. As a result, receiving port 0 is available and transmitting
port 2 can begin its next data burst to receiving port 0 im-
mediately. Meanwhile, transmitting port 1 only has unicast
queue 2 that needs to be sent to receiving port 2. However, at
this moment, receiving port 2 is busy, so transmitting port 1
experiences Type 2 mismatch from t2 until transmitting port
0 completes its data burst to receiving port 2 at t3. Trans-
mitting port 1 can certainly take this opportunity to tune its
wavelength to receiving port 2 as an act of proactive tuning.

At t3, transmitting port 0 finishes its data burst to receiv-
ing port 2, so receiving port 2 is available and transmitting
port 1 can send its unicast queue 2 to receiving port 2. Mean-
while, receiving port 1 is also available; however, transmit-
ting port 0 must wait for a constant tuning time T T to tune
its tunable transmitter to receiving port 1.

At t4, transmitting port 2 completes all its data bursts for
this data transfer cycle. Then, transmitting port 2 becomes
idle. Thus, transmitting port 2 suffers from the Type 1 mis-
match from t4 until t5. At t5, transmitting port 0 completes
its data burst and experiences Type 1 mismatch until at the
end of the current data transfer cycle.

4.3 Longest Queue First Algorithm

When we employed the SQF scheduling algorithm, we ob-
served that the unicast queues belonging to the last com-
pleted transmitting ports tend to have a larger average uni-
cast queue size at the end of a data transfer cycle. More-
over, during this period, some transmitting ports have al-
ready completed their data transmissions and are now wait-
ing for the remaining un-finished transmitting ports. This
will increase Type 1 mismatch. To minimize this mismatch,
we propose another approach in which each transmitting
port will try to send the longest unicast queue with an avail-
able receiving port first during the data transfer cycle. This
algorithm is named Longest Queue First (LQF).

The only difference with the SQF algorithm is that each
transmitting port first tries to send traffic from the longest
unicast queue to an available receiving port. Intuitively, com-
pared with the SQF algorithm, even though the LQF algo-
rithm can reduce the Type 1 mismatch at the end of the data
transfer cycle but tends to suffer from more Type 2 mis-
matches at the beginning of a cycle. Thus, there may not be
a significant performance increase for the LQF algorithm.
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These two algorithms show that transmitting ports in
the POXN/MP can, without collisions, send unicast traffic
in parallel to different receiving ports through the unicast
plane. The tuning time can be minimized through proac-
tive scheduling. The SQF algorithm can reduce the impact
of Type 2 mismatch. However, it experiences more Type 1
mismatches at the end of a data transfer cycle. In contrast,
the LQF algorithm is helpful in minimizing the impact of
Type 1 mismatch to some extent, but it suffers from more
Type 2 mismatch. To minimize both types of mismatch and
to achieve load balance between the two optical planes, we
propose a third algorithm.

4.4 SQF with Cut-over Function

Another method to address the Type 1 mismatch toward the
end of each cycle is to utilize the two optical planes dynami-
cally. Before the end of each cycle, the last transmitting ports
will use both the multicast plane and the unicast plane to
send their unicast traffic from un-transmitted unicast queues
whenever the multicast plane has extra bandwidth capacity.
Therefore, the wasted bandwidth caused by the Type 1 mis-
match can be minimized. Moreover, in the MCDAP, the two
planes must start their next data transfer cycles at the same
time. If the multicast plane finishes its data transfer cycle
earlier, it will be idle and wait for the unicast plane to com-
plete, wasting bandwidth for the multicast plane. Thus, this
method can also optimize bandwidth utilization for the mul-
ticast plane by sending parts of unicast traffic to align the
two planes when the multicast plane has extra capacity. We
achieve this by designing a function named cut-over, which
can dynamically distribute traffic between the two planes.
The cut-over function is helpful to optimize overall system
bandwidth utilization.

To elaborate on the cut-over function, it is necessary to
consider the multicast plane. The cut-over function can be
achieved according to the following operations:

First, every transmitting port estimates the period of its
current data transfer cycle for both the multicast and unicast
planes, which can be done by running the HEDAPs schedul-
ing algorithm for the multicast plane based on the multicast
traffic burst information and the SQF algorithm for the uni-
cast plane based on the unicast traffic burst information.

Second, each transmitting port compares these two data
transfer cycle periods. When the data transfer cycle for the
unicast plane is longer, the corresponding transmitting ports
move a certain amount of unicast traffic from its unicast
queues to the multicast queue. This may result in the or-
der of data transmission for a unicast queue being different.
Therefore, out-of-order delivery may occur for some pack-
ets. The out-of-order delivery problem can be addressed by
running a hash function in every transmitting port, similar
to ECMP [24]. The amount of unicast traffic should try to

make the two planes finish their cycles at nearly the same
time.We name this amount of unicast traffic cut-over traffic.

Third, each transmitting port updates the scheduling or-
der for the two planes. The cut-over unicast traffic will be
sent by the multicast plane in sequence immediately after
the completion of the original multicast traffic transmission.

After running the cut-over function, each transmitting
port follows the new scheduling order so that the two planes
will finish at nearly the same time. We name this new algo-
rithm Shortest Queue First with Cut-over Function(SQF/CF).

5 Numerical Results

We evaluate the MCDAP in two parts through simulations.
In the first part, we focus only on the efficiency of the pro-
posed algorithms for the unicast plane (the numerical results
are presented in subsection 5.1). In this paper, efficiency
refers to the ratio of the mean transmission time of unicast
packets for a transmitting port divided by the period of a
data transfer cycle for the unicast plane. In the second part,
we implement the MCDAP protocol using the best suitable
algorithm, and we test the performance of our protocol at a
system level.

5.1 Algorithm Efficiency Analysis

We evaluate our proposed algorithms over a 48-port POXN/MP
system through simulations. The port number 48 was cho-
sen as an example because this port number is common to
the widely used electronic switches in datacenters. In the
setup environment, all 48 transmitting ports work at a 10
Gb/s wavelength line rate. For simplicity, we assume that
the number of packets in a dedicated unicast queue follows a
uniform distribution. Moreover, simulations in subsection 5.1
were achieved based on burst-by-burst basis. In this paper,
the number of packets in a queue also denotes the corre-
sponding queue length. Every packet has an equal size of
1024 bytes. This size of 1024 has been used to ensure consis-
tency with the setup parameters in the HEDAP [14]. In addi-
tion, the tunable transmitter has a constant tuning time that
is equal to the transmission time of 6 packets. We use 6 be-
cause the corresponding transmission time is nearly equiv-
alent to 5 µs. All simulation results shown are with 95%
confidence intervals.

An idealized result is calculated as the upper bound for
the algorithm efficiency under the following assumptions:
any transmitting port has the same amount of unicast traffic
to be sent to all other receiving ports during a data transfer
cycle; except for the constant tuning time, there are no Type
1 or Type 2 mismatches between any two adjacent sched-
uled data bursts; and all the transmitting ports start and fin-
ish their data bursts at the same time. Thus, for an N-port
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POXN/MP, the upper bound efficiency can be computed as:

E =
(N−1)×T Q

i j

(N−1)×T Q
i j +(N−2)×T T

(9)

where T T denotes a tunable transponders constant tuning
time, T Q

i j denotes the transmission time of packets in a ded-
icated unicast queue that will be sent from transmitting port
i to receiving port j. In this case, all the unicast queues have
the same queue length. When we compute the upper bound
of each case, the value of T Q

i j is set to the maximum queue
length of a corresponding uniform distribution for simula-
tions in subsection 5.1. Although this upper bound is looser
than the result calculated using the formulations in subsec-
tion 4.1, it is more feasible in real system. As we will show
later, the results of our best scheduling algorithm can be
quite close to the upper bound.

Discussions in section 4 show that three factors mainly
affect the efficiency of our proposed algorithms. The first is
the relative overhead introduced by the tuning time, which
is mainly affected by the mean of the unicast queue length.
The second is the Type 2 mismatch, which is mainly influ-
enced by the variation of the unicast queue length. The third
factor is the Type 1 mismatch, which is mainly affected by
the transmission time of the multicast traffic. Following this,
we study how the mean of the unicast queue length, the vari-
ation of the unicast queue length, and the transmission time
of the multicast traffic affect the algorithms efficiency. This
can be tested through three different scenarios.

5.1.1 Mean of the Unicast Queue Length

In the first scenario, the unicast queue length follows a uni-
form distribution. Moreover, the mean of the unicast queue
length is different, increasing from 45 to 65 in increments
of 5. The standard deviation of each unicast queue length is
set to 14.43. In addition, the multicast queue length for each
transmitting port is set to 5. We will study the algorithm effi-
ciency of different multicast queue lengths in a later subsec-
tion. We test the efficiency of the aforementioned algorithms
and depict the results in Fig. 7. Their results are compared
with the upper bound.

In Fig. 7, the horizontal coordinates denote the mean of
the unicast queue length. The vertical coordinates denote al-
gorithm efficiency. The integrated zoom-in figure in Fig. 7
is used to show the confidence interval. To keep the other
figures orderly, we only present the zoom-in figure in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 shows how the algorithm efficiency changes with the
mean of the unicast queue length. We see that when the
mean of the unicast queue length becomes larger, the effi-
ciency for all the proposed algorithms increases. This is due
to the impact of the tuning time becoming smaller. Conse-
quently, the algorithm efficiency will be higher. Fig. 7 also
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Fig. 7 Algorithm efficiency for SQF, LQF, and SQF/CF with different
means of unicast queue length but a constant standard deviation of uni-
cast queue length. Simulation results shown are with 95% confidence
intervals..

shows that there is no significant difference between the ef-
ficiency of the LQF and SQF algorithms. This is most likely
due to the tradeoff between Type 1 and Type 2 mismatches.

However, there is approximately an 8% relative increase
in algorithm efficiency after adding the cut-over function
compared with the LQF and SQF algorithms. This is a re-
sult of shortening the Type 1 mismatch at the end of a data
transfer cycle. Moreover, Fig. 7 shows that the efficiency
of the SQF/CF algorithm under this simulation environment
approaches the upper bound, with an approximately 7% rel-
ative difference when the mean of the unicast queue length
is set to 45. Thus, there will be little practical gain on com-
puting the bound using the optimization formulation in sub-
section 5.1.

5.1.2 Variation of the Unicast Queue Length

In the second scenario, the unicast queue length still follows
a uniform distribution. Moreover, the mean of the unicast
queue length is set to 65, which is the rightmost point in
Fig. 7. The standard deviation of each unicast queue length
increases from 8.66 to 20.21 in increments of 2.88. In addi-
tion, the multicast queue length for each transmitting port is
set to 5. We test the efficiency of the aforementioned algo-
rithms and depict the results in Fig. 8 Their results are com-
pared with the upper bound again. In Fig. 8, the horizontal
coordinates represent the standard deviation of the unicast
queue lengths. The vertical coordinates represent the algo-
rithm efficiency.

Similar results have been observed in the second sce-
nario. There is nearly no efficiency difference between the
SQF and LQF algorithms. Moreover, the cut-over function
can increase algorithm efficiency by nearly 9% when the
standard deviation of the unicast queue length is 20.

Fig. 8 shows how the algorithm efficiency changes with
the variation of unicast queue length. When the variation
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Fig. 8 Algorithm efficiency for SQF, LQF, and SQF/CF with a con-
stant mean of unicast queue length but an increasing standard devia-
tion of unicast queue length. Simulation results shown are with 95%
confidence intervals.

Fig. 9 Algorithm efficiency for the SQF/CF algorithm. Simulation re-
sults shown are with 95% confidence intervals.

of unicast queue length becomes larger, the efficiency for
all the proposed algorithms decreases. This is because when
the variation of unicast queue length is growing larger, both
Type 1 and Type 2 mismatches will increase. Therefore, the
algorithm efficiency will decrease when the variation of uni-
cast queue length increases.

5.1.3 Transmission time of multicast traffic

In the third scenario, the unicast queue length still follows
a uniform distribution. We set the mean and standard devi-
ation of the unicast queue length to 45 and 14.43, respec-
tively. In addition, the multicast queue length of a transmit-
ting port increases from 5 to 25 in increments of 5. In this
case, we test the efficiency of the SQF/CF algorithm and
depict the result in Fig. 9. The result is compared with the
upper bound again.

In Fig. 9, the horizontal coordinates represent the multi-
cast queue length for a transmitting port. The vertical coor-
dinates represent the algorithm efficiency. Fig. 9 shows how

Table 2 Time specification for each operation period

Operation period Time
Transmission time for control messages T D 0.1014, µs
Inter-port guard interval T I , which includes
laser off and on, automatic,gain control
(AGC), clock and data recovery (CDR),
and code-group alignment, intervals [14]

2 µs

Intra-port processing time TC 10 ns
Worst-case propagation delay from a port
to the coupler fabric or from the coupler
fabric to a port

5 µs

Inter-frame,gap 9.6 ns
Second moment of the per-frame service time 0.3615 (µs)2

Tunable transponders constant tuning time 4.916 µs

the algorithm efficiency changes with the transmission time
of multicast traffic. When the multicast queue length is set
to 25, the efficiency of the SQF/CF algorithm has an ap-
proximately 8% relative difference compared with the upper
bound. We see that the efficiency of the SQF/CF algorithm
decreases when the transmission time of the multicast traffic
increases. This is because there will be less cut-over unicast
traffic that can be sent by the multicast plane when the multi-
cast plane has more multicast traffic to transmit. In this case,
less reduction in Type 1 mismatch will occur, and the algo-
rithm efficiency will decrease correspondingly.

5.2 System Throughput and Packet Delay Analysis

In this subsection, in order to analyze the MCDAPs perfor-
mance at the system level (at which we take the MCDAP
overhead into consideration.), we evaluate our protocol us-
ing the SQF/CF algorithm over an 8-port POXN/MP net-
work using the OPNET Modeler. All the ports are connected
to the same coupler fabric by a pair of 1 km fibers. We chose
8 to ensure consistency with the simulation environment in
the HEDAP [14]. Moreover, simulations in this subsection
were undertaken based on packet-by-packet basis. It would
be rather complicated and infeasible to simulate a 48-port
POXN/MP as in previous subsection. Thus, considering the
simulation time, we chose 8-port POXN/MP in the follow-
ing simulations.

We set up the values of the simulation parameters based
on the existing EPON technology, and we employ the same
setup environment as in the HEDAP [14]. It is assumed that
all the transponders operate at 10 Gb/s. The values set for the
system simulation parameters are given in Table 2. In this
simulation model, we assume that the frame arrival rates are
the same for all the transmitting ports. All the control mes-
sages (i.e., ANNOUNCEMENT, CONFIRMATION, and RE-
QUEST messages) are 128 bytes in length. All the men-
tioned parameters are deterministic without variation. The
discovery phase is triggered every 20000 scheduling cycles.
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We first calculate the theoretical upper bounds for the
efficiencies of both the HEDAP and the MCDAP. These up-
per bounds can be used as guidance to evaluate the perfor-
mances of the two systems under more-realistic traffic sce-
narios. To this end, the upper bounds are calculated by con-
sidering overheads caused by protocols and physical con-
straints only. To be consistent with the computation in POXN
[14], we set the maximum data transfer cycle to 144.96 µs
for both the HEDAP and the MCDAP.

The overhead for the HEDAP consists of an inter-port
guard interval, the transmission delay of REQUEST mes-
sage T D, twice 1-km propagation delays from the coupler
fabric to a transmitting port, and a constant processing time
TC. Based on the parameters in Table 2, it can be calculated
that the overhead time for the HEDAP within a data trans-
fer cycle is 12.11 µs. This leads to a maximum system ef-
ficiency of 1−12.1114/144.96 = 0.916. Because ports can
only send sequentially in the HEDAP, the maximum per-port
efficiency will be 0.115.

The overhead for the unicast plane of the MCDAP is
composed of an inter-port guard interval and twice 1-km
propagation delays from the coupler fabric to a transmitting
port. It can be calculated that the maximum per-port over-
head for the unicast plane is 12 µs. Therefore, the per-port
maximum efficiency will be 0.917. Each port of the unicast
plane of the MCDAP has approximately 8 times the effi-
ciency of the port in the HEDAP.

We now consider the effects resulting from random traf-
fic. We assume that both POXN and POXN/MP are under
gated service with a maximum cycle period of 144.96 µs,
which is consistent with the calculation of the upper bound.
Frames arrive at each transmitting port following a Pois-
son process. Moreover, frames have an Ethernet format with
minimum and maximum frame sizes of 64 and 1518 bytes,
respectively. The frame size at each transmitting port fol-
lows the truncated geometrical distribution. The mean value
of the distribution is 624.47 bytes. Thus, we obtain the mean
value of the per-frame transmission time as. We use λ to de-
note the frame arrival rate of a transmitting port, which also
represents its throughput when the system is stable. The ρ

denotes the offered load to a transmitting port, which also
represents the efficiency of each port.

Intuitively, the bandwidth efficiency for the MCDAP is
determined by traffic load and the amount of multicast traf-
fic. In what follows, we study how the traffic load and the
amount of multicast traffic affect the mean packet delay.

Fig. 10 shows how the throughputs λ for both the HEDAP
and the MCDAP systems change with the offered load ρ to
a transmitting port. Fig. 10 shows that the λ of the HEDAP
linearly increases until the λ of the HEDAP approaches 1.02
Gbit/s. Then, the λ of the HEDAP remains constant even
though ρ increases. The maximum achievable λ of the HEDAP
is achieved when ρ is 0.103, which nearly approaches its

Fig. 10 Algorithm efficiency for the SQF/CF algorithm. Simulation
results shown are with 95% confidence intervals.

Fig. 11 Mean packet delay for the HEDAP and the MCDAP with dif-
ferent offered load ρ . Simulation results shown are with 95% confi-
dence intervals

computed upper bound for maximum efficiency, with an ap-
proximately 10% relative difference. However, the maxi-
mum achievable of the MCDAP is approximately 7.56 Gbit/s,
when ρ is 0.767, which is smaller than its upper bound for
the maximum efficiency, with an approximately 16% rela-
tive difference. The maximum λ of the MCDAP is nearly
7.4 times that of the HEDAP because the MCDAP supports
parallel communications among different receiving ports. Fur-
thermore, the transmitting ports in the MCDAP can send
traffic through the two planes simultaneously, which can make
its throughput even larger. Notably, although the theoreti-
cal per-port maximum efficiency of the unicast plane of the
MCDAP is 8 times the maximum efficiency of the HEDAP
for each port, the actual maximum efficiency that can be
achieved is 7.4 times, which is an approximately 7% dif-
ference. This results because the three situations discussed
at the beginning of Section 4 may cause efficiency loss.

Fig. 11 presents how the mean packet delay in the sys-
tem changes with the offered load ρ of both the HEDAP and
MCDAP. Of the total load offered to a transmitting port in
the MCDAP, 99% is set to be unicast traffic. The remaining
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Fig. 12 Mean packet delay time of the MCDAP with different propor-
tions of multicast traffic to total traffic. Simulation results shown are
with 95% confidence intervals.

1% of the total load is multicast traffic. We will discuss the
impact of the proportion of multicast traffic to total traffic on
mean packet delay later. Fig. 11 shows that the maximum of-
fered load to a transmitting port for both the HEDAP and the
MCDAP are no greater than 0.103 and 0.767, respectively.

When ρ approaches the load limit (0.767) for the MC-
DAP, the mean packet delay of the MCDAP system sharply
increases with a slight increase in ρ . Moreover, when the ρ

of the HEDAP reaches its load limit, the mean packet delay
of the MCDAP still increases slightly as ρ increases. This
indicates that when packets in the HEDAP system are expe-
riencing a high average queuing delay, the proposed MC-
DAP still works under a fully gated service. Thus, pack-
ets experience less delay in the MCDAP compared with the
HEDAP under the same ρ .

Next, we study the impact of different proportions of
multicast to total traffic on the mean packet delay for a trans-
mitting port. The incast and broadcast traffic are transmit-
ted through the multicast plane in sequence in the MCDAP
system. Hence, in this simulation, we assume that the total
traffic only consists of multicast and unicast traffic. Fig. 12
shows the impact of the proportion of the multicast to total
traffic on the mean packet delay. We set ρ to be 0.70, where
mean packet delay begins to increase dramatically after this
point in Fig. 11. The horizontal coordinates represent the
proportion of the multicast to total traffic. They reveal that
when the proportion of the multicast to total traffic increases
to a value larger than 11%, the mean packet delay will in-
crease dramatically. This is because when the proportion of
multicast to total traffic increases, the requested bandwidth
during a data transfer cycle for the multicast plane increases
accordingly. Hence, there will not be any extra bandwidth
capacity remaining in the multicast plane. This will reduce
the efficiency of the adopted SQF/CF algorithm.

Meanwhile, the unicast plane will finish the current data
transfer cycle earlier because the amount of unicast traffic

decreases accordingly. However, the unicast plane needs to
wait until all the connected ports receive all the REQUEST
messages through the multicast plane before it can start the
next data transfer cycle. Therefore, the unicast plane needs
to wait for the multicast plane to complete. This leads to an
increase in the idle time between the two adjacent data trans-
fer cycles for the unicast plane, which results in an increase
in mean packet delay when the multicast traffic increases.

Moreover, Fig. 12 shows that when the proportion of
multicast to total traffic is less than 10%, the mean packet
delay of the MCDAP system remains nearly constant. This
results because the multicast plane in this case has extra
bandwidth capacity so that it can transmit the cut-over uni-
cast traffic to achieve load balance. Thus, both the unicast
and multicast planes finish their data transfer cycles at nearly
the same time, which helps reduce wasted bandwidth. Hence,
it can be seen that the MCDAP enables dynamic traffic allo-
cation to accommodate dynamic traffic patterns.

6 Related Work

In this section, we highlight our contributions by compar-
ing our work with existing research. Our main contributions
can be summarized in three aspects. First, we proposed a
high-throughput passive optical cross-connection network
with multiple planes, where different planes are designed for
different traffic patterns. Second, we proposed a distributed
protocol that enables collision-free transmission and dynamic
traffic allocation between the two planes. Third, we formu-
lated our scheduling problem as a mathematical program-
ming problem and then designed heuristic algorithms that
not only enable transmissions without collisions, but also
optimize bandwidth utilization for the unicast plane. The
following paragraphs discuss works related to these aspects.

6.1 Switch Fabrics

Recently, many attempts have been made to develop best
practices for datacenter networks utilizing different optical
technologies [9–14]. One major trend is the use of optical
circuit switching based on devices, such as MEMS switches
and wavelength selective switches [8, 9, 24, 25]. One of the
severe drawbacks of optical circuit switching-based designs
is the slow reconfiguration time, which makes it unsuitable
to accommodate the highly dynamic and changing traffic
patterns characterized in datacenter networks. The other draw-
back is that translating multicast and broadcast traffic into
unrelated unicast flows will greatly reduce the effectiveness
of the underlying networks for sending redundant traffic. In
our work, multicast/incast traffic is transmitted through the
multicast plane utilizing the coupler fabrics, where signals
are transmitted in a broadcast fashion without the need for
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sending multiple copies. Moreover, our network reconfig-
ures an optical point-to-point circuit for unicast traffic utiliz-
ing faster tunable transponders. These transponders enable
tuning from one wavelength to another at a granularity of 5
µs (or smaller), which is significantly faster than the slow
switching time of optical circuit switching-based networks.

A tremendous amount of research has been done in the
area of optical burst-switching (OBS) networks (e.g., [26,
27]). OBS networks are based on active optical switches
which introduce long switching times in the range of 10
milliseconds [14]. To mitigate this overhead, packets must
be accumulated into a burst, therefore leading to more de-
lays, before a lightpath can be setup through a signaling
process. This is known as delayed reservation. The active
optical switches also make OBS networks very hard to sup-
port multicast traffic. In contrast, our switch fabric is based
on purely passive optical broadcast devices which can sup-
port multicast and broadcast traffic naturally. Our MCDAP
protocol also allows fast resource reservation with delays in
the sub-millisecond range as shown in Subsection 5.2.

An unconventional approach has been proposed wherein
different passive optical gadgets are designed and attached
to a relevant ToR optical space switch to accommodate var-
ious traffic patterns found in datacenter networks [5]. This
approach achieves the goal of providing a physical layer
that is intrinsically compatible with mixed traffic patterns.
However, different optical gadgets must be employed at the
physical layer to address various traffic patterns, which con-
struct a rather complex physical layer. Moreover, the traf-
fic patterns generated within a datacenter are unpredictable.
Hence, some deployed optical gadgets designed have to be
overprovisioned. Finally, because of the variability of data-
center traffic, it is extremely challenging to achieve flexible
reconfigurations through hardware. In our proposal, passive
coupler fabrics are used to construct the physical intercon-
nections. On the one hand, a multicast traffic pattern is natu-
rally supported by the multicast plane; on the other hand, the
unicast plane enables efficient transmission of unicast traf-
fic. Flexibility is enabled at the link layer by dynamically
adjusting the traffic between the two planes.

6.2 Access Protocols

Access protocols are widely used as the building blocks in
many access networks, such as Wi-Fi [28], EPONs [29], and
cellular networks. Access protocols can be classified into
two categories: random and scheduled. Scheduled access
protocols can be further divided into two classes: polling and
reservation. Many polling and reservation protocols are typ-
ically centralized access protocols, where one of the nodes
works as the master node to handle resource scheduling and
collision avoidance. These protocols are implemented in net-
works that have a hierarchical physical structure so that the

nodes that deploy at the high level of the hierarchy naturally
serve as the master. Unfortunately, such a master-slave hier-
archy is not suitable for datacenter networks. We designed
the MCDAP, which is a distributed access protocol, to ad-
dress the link layer contention problems of POXN/MP.

6.3 Schedule Algorithm

Given a traffic matrix, Edmonds algorithm [30] is adopted
in C-through [10] to determine how to connect the server
racks by optical paths in order to maximize traffic volume
offloaded to the optical network. The traffic matrix is a graph
G = (E,V ). V is the vertex set, in which each vertex de-
notes a rack, and E is the edge set. The weight of an edge
e,w(e) is the traffic volume between the racks. A matching is
a set of edges where each vertex is incident with at most one
edge. Here, a matching represents a cross-connect pattern
of an optical switch. The problem of carrying the maximum
amount of traffic with an optical switch can be summarized
as finding a matching with maximum aggregated weight.
The remaining traffic demands will be carried by electronic
switches. The approach is optimal in the sense that it can of-
fload traffic from electronic switches to the highest degree.
However, the scheduling problem in this paper requires that
the POXN/MP carry the demands between all transmitting
and receiving ports during a cycle period. This means that
a transmitting port needs to be connected to multiple re-
ceiving ports at different times during a cycle period, which
makes Edmonds algorithm inapplicable. One might think
that we can divide a cycle into multiple rounds and apply
Edmonds algorithm at the beginning of each round. To do
so, a new round can only start after all optical ports have fin-
ished transmitting all scheduled amounts of data for the cur-
rent round so that each round is a fresh start. However, the
realignment process at the end of each round will make the
POXN/MP less efficient over the period of a cycle because
ports finishing earlier have to wait until all ports finish.

Another problem with Edmonds algorithm is its process-
ing time requirement. Although Edmonds algorithm can be
completed in polynomial time [30], it is still too complicated
to be executed within a round time, which is extremely small
(e.g., submicron-second range), as we discussed earlier.

7 Conclusion

We proposed a novel datacenter network called POXN/MP,
an all-optical architecture with high energy efficiency that
supports communication parallelism for unicast traffic to ad-
dress the insufficient bandwidth problems in POXN [14].
Meanwhile, our network efficiently enables multicast/incast
traffic transmission through the multicast plane, similar to
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[14]. In addition, it achieves dynamic traffic allocation to
cater to the fluctuation of datacenter traffic patterns.

The tunable transponders deployed in POXN/MP have a
switching time on the order of a few microseconds. Thus, the
proposed scheme can be quickly reconfigured to meet traf-
fic fluctuations, as opposed to the slow reconfiguration time
of active optical circuit switch-based networks. When tak-
ing advantage of passive rather than active optical devices,
we achieve low cost and high energy efficiency among in-
terconnected ports. To solve the link layer collision prob-
lem, we propose the MCDAP, a fully distributed protocol
that enables dynamic traffic allocation, which is suitable to
the bursty nature of datacenter traffic patterns.

The scheduling problem for the unicast plane was for-
mulated as a mixed integer programming problem. Three
heuristic algorithms were proposed to speed up the comput-
ing process.

The simulation results show significant performance in-
creases for both the system throughput and the mean packet
delay compared with POXN. Thus, POXN/MP is more suit-
able for datacenter networks where traffic is bursty with high
temporary peaks. The simulation results also show that the
SQF/CF is the most promising scheduling algorithm to take
advantage of both the unicast and multicast planes and to
achieve dynamic load distribution between the two planes.
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